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Modern Math 2



2 CLASS QUESTIONS
1. If you pick two cards at random from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards, what is 
    the probability of both being spades?



3 CLASS QUESTIONS
2. If you pick two cards (with replacement) from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards, 
    what is the probability of both being spades?



4 CLASS QUESTIONS
3. If you pick two cards at random from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards, what is 
    the probability of getting a spade and a diamond?



5 CLASS QUESTIONS
4. If you pick two cards at random from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards, what is  
    the probability of getting first card as spade and second card as diamond?



6 CLASS QUESTIONS
5. If you pick three cards at random from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards, what 
    is the probability of getting a king, queen and a jack?



7 CLASS QUESTIONS
6. If you toss three coins, what is the probability of getting no heads?



8 CLASS QUESTIONS
7. If you toss three coins, what is the probability of getting exactly two heads?



9 CLASS QUESTIONS
8. If you toss 4 coins, what is the probability of getting exactly two heads?



10 CLASS QUESTIONS
9. Probability of it raining on any day during the week is 30%. What is the 
    probability that it will rain on both Monday and Tuesday?



11 CLASS QUESTIONS
10. Probability of it raining on any day during the week is 30%. It rained on 
      Monday What is the probability that it will also rain on Tuesday?



12 CLASS QUESTIONS
11. What is the probability of getting the sum as 9 on two throws of a six sided 
      dice?



13 CLASS QUESTIONS
12. If you threw a dice twice, what is the probability that the first number will be 
      smaller than the second number?



14 CLASS QUESTIONS
13. If you threw a dice three times, what is the probability that you get equal 
      numbers on all the tosses?



15 CLASS QUESTIONS
14. There are 100 students in a class. 40 like coffee. 30 like tea. 10 like both the 
      drinks. What is the probability that you select a person at random and they  
      like none of the drinks?



16 CLASS QUESTIONS
15. There are 100 students in a class 40 like coffee. 30 like tea. 10 like both the 
      drinks. Given that you selected a person who likes coffee, what is the 
      probability that they will not like tea?



17 CLASS QUESTIONS
16. If you choose a number x from 0 to 1, what is the probability that x > 1/3?



18 CLASS QUESTIONS
16. If you choose a number x from 0 to 1, what is the probability that x > 1/3?



19 CLASS QUESTIONS
17. There are three squares based on the others midpoint as shown in the figure 
below. What is the probability that if a point is picked from the larger square, it is 
in the shaded region? 



20 CLASS QUESTIONS
18. A total of 8 people will watch a movie on 7 days of the week. What is the 
probability that at least two of them will watch the movie on the same day?



21 CLASS QUESTIONS
19. There are 27 students in Mr. White’s classroom. What is the probability that 
at least 3 of them will have their birthday in the same month?
 
A. 0
B. 3/27
C. ¼
D. ½
E. 1 



22 CLASS QUESTIONS
20. A room has 3 lamp sockets. From a collection of 15 bulbs, of which 10 are 
      not good, 3 bulbs are chosen at random and put into sockets. Find the 
      probability that the room is lit.



23 CLASS QUESTIONS
21. n questions are either true or false. What is the minimum value of n for which 
      probability of all being true < 1/1000 ? 



24 CLASS QUESTIONS

Column A Column B

The probability of getting no 
heads when a fair coin is 

flipped 7 times

The probability of getting 7 
heads when a fair coin is 

flipped 7 times 

22.



Homework 25


